
DJ Sonny Productions based in Norcross, GA, 
specializes in professional audio, lighting, and staging 
services for private, public & corporate events.
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Sonny Molu, owner of DJ Sonny Sonny Molu, owner of DJ Sonny Sonny Molu, owner of DJ Sonny 
Productions, has been in business Productions, has been in business Productions, has been in business 
for many years. DJ Sonny Producfor many years. DJ Sonny Producfor many years. DJ Sonny Produc--
tions is the innovative live events tions is the innovative live events 
company specializing in professional company specializing in professional company specializing in professional 
audio, lighting, and staging services audio, lighting, and staging services audio, lighting, and staging services 
for private, public & corporate events. for private, public & corporate events. for private, public & corporate events. 

When they came to Green Light When they came to Green Light When they came to Green Light 
Depot looking for light replacements Depot looking for light replacements Depot looking for light replacements 
for their warehouse where they keep for their warehouse where they keep for their warehouse where they keep 
top of the line lighting and audiovisualtop of the line lighting and audiovisualtop of the line lighting and audiovisual
equipment as well as their testing equipment as well as their testing equipment as well as their testing 
site for stage designs and lighting site for stage designs and lighting site for stage designs and lighting 
effects there was a huge need for effects there was a huge need for effects there was a huge need for 
improved lighting in the warehouse. improved lighting in the warehouse. improved lighting in the warehouse. 

Many of the 400W Metal Halide Many of the 400W Metal Halide Many of the 400W Metal Halide 
fixtures had become dim and some fixtures had become dim and some fixtures had become dim and some 
had burned out completely. The had burned out completely. The had burned out completely. The 

Green Light Depot 
products have been 

tested by DLC, UL, ETL 
and they are backed 

by a warranty to 
ensure they are selling 
reliable, and efficient 
products and holding 

to the highest 
standards of quality.

How It Began Obstacle

testing area was in the same shape testing area was in the same shape testing area was in the same shape testing area was in the same shape 
and with DSPAV taking on more and with DSPAV taking on more and with DSPAV taking on more 
prominent venues across the prominent venues across the prominent venues across the 
country, it was imperative that the country, it was imperative that the country, it was imperative that the 
testing area had adequate lighting. testing area had adequate lighting. testing area had adequate lighting. 

Another problem they faced was Another problem they faced was Another problem they faced was 
when the staff had to bring DSPAV when the staff had to bring DSPAV when the staff had to bring DSPAV 
equipment back from the venue after equipment back from the venue after equipment back from the venue after 
an event, typically in the evening, to an event, typically in the evening, to an event, typically in the evening, to 
the warehouse where the old lights the warehouse where the old lights the warehouse where the old lights 
were dim and dark. Making it were dim and dark. Making it were dim and dark. Making it 
essential that the outdoor fixtures essential that the outdoor fixtures essential that the outdoor fixtures essential that the outdoor fixtures 
had sufficient light to bring the truck had sufficient light to bring the truck had sufficient light to bring the truck had sufficient light to bring the truck 
to the warehouse and unload the to the warehouse and unload the to the warehouse and unload the 
expensive equipment safely. expensive equipment safely. expensive equipment safely. 

Replacing all the old fixtures with our Replacing all the old fixtures with our Replacing all the old fixtures with our Replacing all the old fixtures with our 
wall packs and streetlights gave to wall packs and streetlights gave to wall packs and streetlights gave to wall packs and streetlights gave to 
DSPAV staff increased lighting to DSPAV staff increased lighting to DSPAV staff increased lighting to 
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perform unloading functions safely. At first DSPAV perform unloading functions safely. At first DSPAV perform unloading functions safely. At first DSPAV perform unloading functions safely. At first DSPAV perform unloading functions safely. At first DSPAV 
bought a one for one replacement for their Metal bought a one for one replacement for their Metal bought a one for one replacement for their Metal bought a one for one replacement for their Metal bought a one for one replacement for their Metal 
Halide fixtures but the brightness from the new Halide fixtures but the brightness from the new Halide fixtures but the brightness from the new Halide fixtures but the brightness from the new Halide fixtures but the brightness from the new 
LED linear high bay far exceeded the brightness of LED linear high bay far exceeded the brightness of LED linear high bay far exceeded the brightness of LED linear high bay far exceeded the brightness of LED linear high bay far exceeded the brightness of 
the old fixture, so they reduced new fixtures by the old fixture, so they reduced new fixtures by the old fixture, so they reduced new fixtures by the old fixture, so they reduced new fixtures by the old fixture, so they reduced new fixtures by the old fixture, so they reduced new fixtures by the old fixture, so they reduced new fixtures by 
30% to meet desirable lighting in the warehouse.30% to meet desirable lighting in the warehouse.30% to meet desirable lighting in the warehouse.30% to meet desirable lighting in the warehouse.30% to meet desirable lighting in the warehouse.

Green Light Depot carries many types of high-bay Green Light Depot carries many types of high-bay Green Light Depot carries many types of high-bay Green Light Depot carries many types of high-bay Green Light Depot carries many types of high-bay Green Light Depot carries many types of high-bay 
fixtures and we had the perfect replacements for fixtures and we had the perfect replacements for fixtures and we had the perfect replacements for fixtures and we had the perfect replacements for fixtures and we had the perfect replacements for 
DSPAV. The PHB03 series High-Bay mimics a 4ft DSPAV. The PHB03 series High-Bay mimics a 4ft DSPAV. The PHB03 series High-Bay mimics a 4ft DSPAV. The PHB03 series High-Bay mimics a 4ft DSPAV. The PHB03 series High-Bay mimics a 4ft 
T5 fixture that can be mounted as high as 40’ and T5 fixture that can be mounted as high as 40’ and T5 fixture that can be mounted as high as 40’ and T5 fixture that can be mounted as high as 40’ and T5 fixture that can be mounted as high as 40’ and 
produces double the usable light that would come produces double the usable light that would come produces double the usable light that would come produces double the usable light that would come produces double the usable light that would come produces double the usable light that would come 
from a typical metal halide fixture. from a typical metal halide fixture. from a typical metal halide fixture. from a typical metal halide fixture. 

Results

Contact 

At the same time, energy cost per fixture average At the same time, energy cost per fixture average At the same time, energy cost per fixture average At the same time, energy cost per fixture average At the same time, energy cost per fixture average 
55% lower. More light for less money per year, and 55% lower. More light for less money per year, and 55% lower. More light for less money per year, and 55% lower. More light for less money per year, and 55% lower. More light for less money per year, and 
because Green Light Depot holds DLC and UL because Green Light Depot holds DLC and UL because Green Light Depot holds DLC and UL because Green Light Depot holds DLC and UL because Green Light Depot holds DLC and UL because Green Light Depot holds DLC and UL 
certifications for their products the utility, Georgia certifications for their products the utility, Georgia certifications for their products the utility, Georgia certifications for their products the utility, Georgia certifications for their products the utility, Georgia certifications for their products the utility, Georgia 
Power, paid over $100 in rebates per fixture Power, paid over $100 in rebates per fixture Power, paid over $100 in rebates per fixture Power, paid over $100 in rebates per fixture Power, paid over $100 in rebates per fixture Power, paid over $100 in rebates per fixture 
replaced. DJ Sonny Productions was able to replaced. DJ Sonny Productions was able to replaced. DJ Sonny Productions was able to replaced. DJ Sonny Productions was able to replaced. DJ Sonny Productions was able to 
recoup their purchase cost in less than 10 months recoup their purchase cost in less than 10 months recoup their purchase cost in less than 10 months recoup their purchase cost in less than 10 months recoup their purchase cost in less than 10 months recoup their purchase cost in less than 10 months 
based on their energy usage and savings had based on their energy usage and savings had based on their energy usage and savings had based on their energy usage and savings had based on their energy usage and savings had based on their energy usage and savings had 
through the upgrade.through the upgrade.through the upgrade.

BEFOREBEFORE AFTERAFTERAFTER

Energy cost per fixture 
lowered an average of 
55%. More light for less 
money per year, and 
because Green Light 
Depot holds DLC and UL
certifications for their 
products the utility, 
Georgia Power, paid 
over $100 in rebates 
per fixture replaced.

for all of your event solutions 
@ 404-919-95DJ
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